Educational Technology Services

eLearning Staff

UTD eLearning Staff

Darren Crone
Assistant Provost
972.883.4826
darren.crone@utdallas.edu

Qin Fang
Associate Director
972.883.2803
gfang@utdallas.edu

Katrina Adams
eLearning Manager
972.883.6967
katrina.adams@utdallas.edu
Roopa Vinay
eLearning Manager
972.883.2783
roopa@utdallas.edu

...
Alan Safai  
Instructional Designer I  
972.883.5064  
axs171030@utdallas.edu

Joo Eun (June) Haldeman  
Instructional Technology Training Specialist  
972.883.4842  
joo.haldeman@utdallas.edu

Student Workers

Aishwarya Manik Kadam  
Student Worker  
972.883.5843  
Aishwarya.Kadam@UTDallas.edu

Astrid Eliana Quiroga Sanchez  
Student Worker  
972.883.5843  
Astrid.QuirogaSanchez@UTDallas.edu
Carrie Maureen Patterson  
Student Worker  
972.883.5843  
Carrie.Patterson@UTDallas.edu

Elias Lozano  
Student Worker  
972.883.5843  
eal170001@utdallas.edu

Ernest Olufemi Olusanya  
Student Worker  
972.883.5843  
eoo170230@utdallas.edu

Isabella Maldonado  
Student Worker  
972.883.5843  
ixm180004@utdallas.edu
Matthew Steven Devoll
Student Worker
972.883.5843
Matthew.Devoll@utdallas.edu

Kaitian (Peter) Li
Student Worker
972.883.5843
kxl180016@utdallas.edu
Student Employee Office Phone Number: 972-883-5843